Caribbean Gender and Kinship Holdings

Women and gender

‘Women in the Caribbean Project’ Volume 1 Papers


Momsen, Janet (1993) Women and change in the Caribbean : a pan-Caribbean perspective

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ1240.5.C27 .W66 1993


LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ1501 .S46 1991

Mohammed, Patricia. (1999) Caribbean women at the crossroads: the paradox of motherhood among women of Barbados, St Lucia and Dominica

ICOMM 6th Floor HQ1501 MOH

Patricia Mohammed and Catherine Shepherd. (1988) Gender in Caribbean development: papers presented at the Inaugural Seminar of the University of the West Indies, Women and Development Studies Project

ICOMM 6th Floor HQ1501 MOH

ICOMM 6th Floor      HQ1501 GEN

(Collection includes extensive further work by author – author search catalogue for further materials)


STACK SERVICE [Offsite Store - ICOMM]       HQ1501 TRO fol


ICOMM 6th Floor       JL609 BAR fol


ICOMM 6th Floor       HQ1501 ENG

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor      HQ1501 .E54 1995a


ICOMM 6th Floor       HQ1501 CAR


LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor      HQ759 .F366 2013


ICOMM 6th Floor       HN244 SPI


Freeman, Carla (2014) Entrepreneurial selves: neoliberal respectability and the making of a Caribbean middle class

http://0-lib.myilibrary.com.catalogue.libraries.london.ac.uk/?id=664800 [electronic resource]


FRENCH 5th Floor       XTX3 Ngu

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor PN849.C3 M39 2009


LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor PN849.C3 F47 2012


Men and gender


ICOMM 6th Floor HQ1090 QUI fol

Graham Dann (1987) The Barbadian male: sexual attitudes and practice

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ1090.7.B35 .D36 1987


LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor BF692.5 .I67 2004

Wilson, Peter J. (1973) Crab antics : social anthropology of English-speaking Negro societies of the Caribbean

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor F2281.S15 .W55 1973

Miller, Errol. (1991) Men at risk

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ1090 .M55 1991

Chevannes, Barry. (2001) learning to be a man: culture, socialization, and gender identity in five Caribbean communities

ICOMM 6th Floor HQ1090.7.C3 CHE

Lovelace, Earl (1979) The dragon can’t dance

Kinship studies

Clarke, Edith - My mother who fathered me: a study of the family in three selected communities in Jamaica / with a preface by Sir Hugh Foot and introduction by M. G. Smith.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ584 .C6

Douglass, Lisa - The power of sentiment: love, hierarchy, and the Jamaican family elite

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ584 .D68 1992

Barrow, Christine - Family in the Caribbean: themes and perspectives

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ576 .B375 1996

Roopnarine J L and Brown J (Eds) (1997) Caribbean families: diversity among ethnic groups

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES HQ586.5 .C37 1997

Vallée, Lionel (1965) A propos de la légitimité et de la matrifocalité: tentative de ré-interprétation.

STACK SERVICE [Offsite Store – Latin American Studies] HQ586.5 .V2

Smith, M. G (1962) West Indian family structure

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES HQ587.A2 .S57

Greenfield, Sidney M (1966) English rustics in black skin: a study of modern family forms in a pre-industrialized society

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ587.B3 .G7

Blake, Judith (1961) Family structure in Jamaica: the social context of reproduction

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ584 .B55 1961

Buschkens, Willem F. L (1974) The family system of the Paramaribo Creoles

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ587.S9 .B8713

Matthews, Basil. 1971 Crisis of the West Indian family: a sample study.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ587.T7 .M3 1953x


ICOMM 6th Floor JV7301 OLW

Smith, Raymond T. (1996) The matrifocal family: power, pluralism, and politics
Smith, Raymond T (1988) Kinship and class in the West Indies: a genealogical study of Jamaica and Guyana

Smith, Raymond T (1965) Negro family in British Guiana: family structure and social status in the villages

Rodman, Hyman (1971) Lower-class families: the culture of poverty in Negro Trinidad.


Slater, Mariam (1977) The Caribbean family: legitimacy in Martinique

Massiah, Joycelin. (1983) Women as heads of households in the Caribbean: family structure and feminine status

Rare Caribbean Kinship titles


GN564.C37 .F35

Wilma Bailey (1998) Family and the quality of gender relations in the Caribbean

ICOMM 6th Floor HN244 FAM


Meriño Fuentes, María de los Ángeles, (2011) Familias, agregados y esclavos: Los padrones de vecinos de Santiago de Cuba (1778-1861)

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ580.15.S26 M47 2011

Featured Bibliographies

On Caribbean Families

The family in the Caribbean: a list of references to the literature held in the Library, UWI, St. Augustine. –

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ575 .U55 1979 REFERENCE ONLY


LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ575 .R39 1987 REFERENCE ONLY


STACK SERVICE [Offsite Store - ICOMM Periodical] For Ref Only

Cáceres Cruz, Virgen (1990) Bibliografía preliminar sobre la familia puertorriqueña, por orden alfabético y por temas, desde 1940 al presente

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ586.3 .C33 REFERENCE ONLY

On women in the Caribbean

Massiah, Joycelin. (1979) Women in the Caribbean: an annotated bibliography; a guide to material available in Barbados

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 6th Floor HQ1501 .M37 1979


Berrian, Brenda F. (1989) Bibliography of women writers from the Caribbean